
COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE TREND DATE TREND RATE TREND CLOSING     **      

           CHANGED CHANGED STOP LOSS

MCX / ICEX

Bulldex 25-Jan-21 14310.00 Sideways 03.12.21 13935.00 -

Silver 4-Mar-22 63958.00 Sideways 19.01.22 64405.00 -

Gold 4-Feb-22 48564.00 Sideways 23.11.21 47923.00 -

Crude Oil 18-Feb-22 6240.00 Up 27.12.21 5673.00 5500.00

Natural gas 25-Jan-22 298.60 Down 20.01.22 286.90 300.00

DOMESTIC MARKETS
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COMEX /NYMEX / ICE (PRECIOUS METALS AND ENERGY) 

All closing prices as on 24.01.22

**One has to follow the trend and see the price only at closing. This is not for Intra day trading.

CURRENCY / COMMODITY INDEX

INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

Silver Mar 29-Mar-22 23.80

Gold Feb 24-Feb-22 1841.70

Crude Oil Mar 22-Feb-22 83.31

Brent Crude Oil Mar 31-Jan-22 86.27

Natural Gas Feb 27-Jan-22 4.03

USD / INR* 74.62

Dollar Index 95.90

EUR / USD 1.13

CRB Index 264.16

COMMODITY CONTRACT EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE CURRENCY (Spot) CURRENT PRICE

LME (BASE METALS) ($ per tonnes) 

Copper 31-Jan-22 743.20 Sideways 20.01.22 761.10 -

Aluminum  31-Jan-22 240.15 UP 16.12.21 219.80 219.00

Zinc  31-Jan-22 292.95 UP 16.12.21 288.60 280.00

Lead  31-Jan-22 184.10 Up 26.07.21 178.15 182.00

Nickel 31-Jan-22 1725.40 Up 06.12.21 1544.00 1570.00

Metldex 17-Feb-22 18037.00 Up 16.12.21 17084.00 16900.00

COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE TREND** DATE TREND  RATE TREND CLOSING

    CHANGED  CHANGED  STOP LOSS  

Copper 15-Feb-22 70910.00

Aluminum 15-Feb-22 21170.00

Zinc 15-Feb-22 24965.00

Lead 15-Feb-22 15730.00

Copper Cash 9728.00

Aluminum Cash 3028.50

Zinc Cash 3595.50

Lead Cash 2358.00

Nickel Cash 22404.00

COMMODITY CONTRACT CLOSING PRICE COMMODITY MONTH CLOSING PRICE

SHFE (BASE METALS) (Yuan per tonnes) 
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Bullion counter may witness buying where Gold takes support near 48200, & could face intraday resistance near 48800. Silver may trade 

with bullish bias where it may take support near 63400 resistance near 64500. Gold prices were little changed on Tuesday, as investors 

looked for interest rate hike cues from the U.S. Federal Reserve’s meeting, while safe-haven bullion was buoyed by risk-off trades over 

concerns of Russia-Ukraine discord. NATO sent reinforcements and the United States put troops on alert as Ukraine tensions rose, while 

Britain said it was withdrawing some staff and dependents from its embassy in Ukraine, a day after the United States said it was ordering 

diplomats’ family members to leave. Benchmark U.S. 10-year Treasury yields fell to one-week lows on Monday, reducing the opportunity 

cost of holding non-interest bearing bullion. Investors are focused on the Fed’s two-day policy meeting, which starts on Tuesday, amid 

expectations the central bank will signal that it planned to raise rates by 25 basis points in March. Sudan will expand its use of gold 

exports to cover imports of essential goods, as it embarks on a new 2022 budget without foreign aid during an economic downturn after 

a coup.

Market Update (Bullions)  

Energy Counter may trade with sideways to bullish bias where crude oil may trade in the range of 6200-6300. Oil prices climbed on 

Tuesday, regaining some of the ground lost in the previous day's sharp losses, on concerns over possible supply disruptions amid rising 

geopolitical tensions in both Eastern Europe and the Middle East. Oil prices reached seven-year highs last week, bolstered by tight 

worldwide supply and resurgent global demand. Investors remained bullish due to geopolitical risk between Russian and Ukraine as well 

as in the Middle East while OPEC+ continued to fail to reach its output target. An expectation for higher heating oil demand in the United 

States amid cold weather also added to pressure. NATO said on Monday it was putting forces on standby and reinforcing eastern Europe 

with more ships and fighter jets, in what Russia denounced as Western "hysteria" in response to its build-up of troops on the Ukraine 

border. In the Middle East, Yemen's Houthi movement, aligned with Iran, launched a missile attack at the United Arab Emirates on 

Monday that targeted a base hosting the U.S. military, but was thwarted by U.S.-built Patriot interceptors, U.S. and Emirati officials said. 

Natural gas may trade with negative bias, support hold near 288 resistance near 300.

Market Update (Energy)  

Market Update (Base Metals)  

Base metals may trade with a mixed bias, where copper may move in the range of 740-748. Industrial metals lost more ground on 

Monday with prices under pressure from risk-off sentiment in global markets. Markets are expecting the U.S. Federal Reserve to 

aggressively raise interest rates this year. An early rate hike from the U.S. central bank could trim liquidity in financial markets and slow 

recovery in the world's biggest economy. Metals could find support after economists forecast that China’s cut of two key policy interest 

rates has opened the door to more monetary easing actions ahead. China's refined copper production in 2021 rose 7.4% year-on-year to 

10.49 million tonnes to an annual record high, National Bureau of Statistics data showed. Nickel may also witness buying, support holds 

near 1700 resistance near 1745. Nickel’s biggest supply squeeze in more than a decade is drawing attention from the London Metal 

Exchange, as plunging inventories mean buyers are forced to pay massive premiums for immediately available metal. The global nickel 

market saw a deficit of 3,000 tonnes in November, compared with a shortfall of 1,600 tonnes a month earlier, data from the International 

Nickel Study Group (INSG) showed. Zinc may post buying, where intraday support at 288 and resistance near 294. Lead may trade in the 

range of 182-187 with sideways bias. Aluminum may trade with bullish bias support held near 236 and resistance near 242. Soaring 

electricity prices in Europe have triggered cuts in energy-intensive production of aluminium. Global primary aluminium output fell 1.25% 

year-on-year in December to 5.622 million tonnes, data from the International Aluminium Institute showed.
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activities. SMC is a registered member of National Stock Exchange of India Limited, Bombay Stock Exchange Limited, MSEI (Metropolitan Stock Exchange of India Ltd.) and M/s SMC Comtrade Ltd is a registered 
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The views expressed by the Research Analyst in this Report are based solely on information available publicly available/internal data/ other reliable sources believed to be true. SMC does not represent/ provide any 

warranty expressly or impliedly to the accuracy, contents or views expressed herein and investors are advised to independently evaluate the market conditions/risks involved before making any investment decision. 

The research analysts who have prepared this Report hereby certify that the views /opinions expressed in this Report are their personal independent views/opinions in respect of the subject commodity.
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Please note that SMC its affiliates, Research Analyst, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance if this Research Report: (a) from time to time, may have long or short 
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KEY ECONOMIC RELEASES

20:30 US CB Consumer Confidence (Jan) High 111.8 115.8 Metal & Energy Favorable

20:30 US Richmond Manufacturing Index (Jan) High 14 16 Metal & Energy Favorable
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